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DIAMOND & CBN

“Hyosung D&P will be always with you”
The department of diamond instrument was started out as the backbone of Hyosung in
1981. Our endless efforts for R&D and aggressive investment has helped us in
becoming the company to produce the world’
s best quality diamond tools.
Our innovative and creative manpower along with 20 years of accumulated knowhow’
s have always helped us in promptly responding to our customers’demands and
promoting the reliability of our products. Our technological competitiveness has been
proven by various certificates including the OSA quality certificate, the Russian(GOST)
certificate and the ISO9001:2000 quality management system as well as the Korean
industrial awards.
Hyosung D&P has been manufacturing diamond tools for past 26 years for both
domestic and foreign customers and we are currently achieving an enormous rate of
growth.
Now, for the leap toward the global company, Hyosung D&P aims at the goal of
‘development of the world’s best quality products’and promises to become the
world’
s best company through innovative management.
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2000

1990

1980

2000. 04.

Applied for a utility model of cycloid decelerators and torque detection devices.

2001. 03.

Started the hoist and crane business.

2001. 03.

Signed an agreement for use of patent by the nuclear research center(Crane).

2001. 05.

Registered as a supplier for KHNP.

2001. 08.

Acquired the US patent(Diamond tip disk saw).

2002. 10.

Acquired the European patent(Diamond tips disk saw).

2002. 10.

Acquired the AS/NES ISO 9001:2000.

2003. 01.

Signed a contract for an exclusive agent of diamond instruments in
Korea with Mitsubishi industry.

2004. 01.

Signed a contract for investment in manufacturing facilities for
diamond instruments in China.

2004. 02.

Signed a contract for technical partnership for diamond instruments
with Mitsubishi, Japan.

2004. 07.

Acquired the OSA quality safety certificate.

2005. 01.

Changed the business name from Hyosung diamond industry to Hyosung D&P.

2005. 11.

Signed a contract for technical partnership
(Younsei university, Dept. of new material).

2005. 11.

Selected as the quality innovation company in 2005(Seoul Economic newspaper).

1991. 01. 10.

Selected as the monopoly company by the Korean Development Institute.

1991. 11. 17.

Registered at the stock trading center.

1992. 08. 03.

Moves the new office building in the Namdong industrial complex.

1992. 10. 14.

Received the permit for trading business.

1994. 08. 25.

Increased the capital to 200 mil wons.

1994. 08. 26.

The frist company to receive the ISO certificates for all the export and import items.

1995. 05. 01.

Received the Korea industrial packaging award.

1996. 03. 21.

Moved to the new site for expanding business in the Namdong industrial complex(153B-2L).

1996. 08. 01.

Started developing the supercam cycloid reducers.

1996. 12. 31.

Mass manufactured the industrial wheel and wire saw.

1997. 01. 10.

Selected as a company with a good labor relationship by the Ministry of Labor.

1998. 06.

Acquired the ISO9001 certificate.

1998. 12.

Started mass manufactured supercam cycloid reducer.

1999. 03.

Mass manufactured the profile wheel product.

1981. 09. 01.

Established Hyosung diamond industry Co.

1986. 08. 21.

Moved to the new office building in Sosa-dong, Buchen-si.

1988. 09. 01.

Investment in kind to shift to a corporation, Hyosung Diamond industry,
Capital of 450 mil wons.

1989. 08. 29.

Selected as a prospective company by the industrial bank
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How to order diamond & CBN wheels
When ordering a wheel, please fill out the details below.

Wheel shape
① Wheel shape and size :
② Abrasive type, Bond type, Mesh size, Hardness of Bond(SPEC) :
③ Quantity and delivery :
Condition of Application
① Name :
② Material quality :
③ Shape :
④ SPEC :
⑤ Hardness :
⑥Required surface roughness :
Processing method
① Planar grinding

② Cylindrical grinding

③ Forming grinding

④ Profile

⑤ Centerless

⑥ETC

▶Processing machine and Horsepower :
(Manufacturer :

serial no. :

)

Grinding condition
① Spindle Speed or Spindle Horsepower :

rpm

② Table Speed :

③ Work Speed(Left/right movement) :

m/min

④ Work Speed(Front/rear movement) :

⑤ Cutting depth :

㎛/pass

rpm

⑥ Total amount of grinding :

⑦ dry/wet :

⑧ Cycle time :

⑨ Water soluble/non-water soluble :

⑩ ETC :

Degree of processing
① Required surface roughness (Rmax, Ra, Rz)
② Degree of plane, parallel, out-of-roundness, straightness
③ ETC
Equipment currently used
① Manufacturer :
② SPEC :
Problems
① Life time

② Surface roughness

Requirements
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③ ETC

④ Grinding resistance

⑤ ETC

mm
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Safety guidelines for diamond & CBN wheels
For your safe use and prevention of possible accidents, please carefully read user’
s
guideline and Inspection Sheet that includes specification of diamond and CBN wheels.

Working environment, garments and equipments
① If the wheel or the grinded material is damaged, its particles may pop out beyond the wheel guard.
An operator should wear protective equipment such as goggles, masks, safety shoes and a safety helmet.
While the wheel is rotating, you may get caught in the wheel. So, please wear a proper uniform.
② A flame may arise while the wheel is in use. So do not use it at a place that is flammable or explosive.
Precaution prior to use
① Make sure it is properly manufactured or ordered according to the desired use of the wheel
(use of outside, use of sides, grinded material).
② Make sure that the dimension of the wheel is in accordance with the machine specification
(outer and inner diameter of the wheel, the thickness). If not, please don t use it.
③ If the wheel shank is made of steel, please remove the rust preventives prior to use.
④ If you have discovered any damages in the exterior of the wheel
(crack, scratch, deformation, poor attachment of the CBN layer), please do not use it.
⑤ Do not engage yourself in arbitrarily changing the wheel including its inner diameter.
If you need some modification, please contact our staffs.
⑥ If you use it in wet mode, make sure the grinding liquid is smoothly supplied.
Otherwise, it may overheat the grinded material to cause damages.
Cautions for assembly
① You should softly insert the wheel and the flange. Don’
t force it with a hammer.
It may lead to scratches or damages.
② Please, apply a consistent torque to the nut along the diagonal line when you fasten the flange.
In addition, make sure the wheel body shank is not shaky.
③ Make sure that it is in accordance with the direction of wheel s rotation.
Cautions for assembly
① Prior to work, let it rotate for one to three minute without the load. Check for abnormal vibrations and if you found
some abnormal vibration, then stop the wheel immediately and observe the condition of the wheel.
If you find any damage or crack, replace it with a new wheel.
② If you run it in wet mode, make sure the grinding liquid is supplied sufficiently and accurately to the grinding area.
③ Please avoid overcutting of the grinded material when the wheel and the grinded material make a contact with
each other. Otherwise, it may cause the wheel to burn out. Your special attention is required for dry works.
Cautions for handling and storage
① If you wish to separate the wheel for storage after use, please store it in a place that is not exposed to impacts.
To prevent corrosion in the wheel shank, please apply rust preventives to it and store it in a dry place.
② Especially, for reuse of the wheel, check the exterior of the wheel carefully. If some defects are discovered,
please do not use it.

Safety guidelines for diamond & CBN wheels
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RESIN WHEEL

POLYIMIDE WHEEL
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RESIN WHEEL

POLYIMIDE WHEEL

METAL WHEEL

VITRIFIED WHEEL

전착WHEEL

융착 WHEEL

RESIN WHEEL
Resin bond is thermosetting material made of phenolic resin.
Since resin bond has excellent grinding abilities, surface
roughness and Minimal chipping, it is widely used for various
materials including difficult-to-machine materials such as
ultra light steel alloys, ceramic, glass and silicon and steel
materials including high-speed steel and sintered ferrous
metal alloys.
Characteristics
① Wide range of application
② Various shapes and sizes
③ Mechanical bonding above average
④ Can be used for both dry and wet types
⑤ Smooth operation
Use of the diamond wheel
① Mostly used for precision grinding of tungsten carbide, cermets and ceramics.
② Due to its elasticity of bond, it can be applied to silicon, glass and ceramic components that require
excellent surface roughness.
Use of the CBN wheel
① Suitable for grinding of steel material such as cast iron, high-speed steel and sintered ferrous metal alloys.
② It has excellent girt strength compared to conventional abrasive. So it is suitable for processing of
difficult-to-grind material.
③ It has relatively less abrasion compared to conventional abrasive. So it is possible to perform precision grinding.

POLYIMIDE WHEEL
The polyimide wheel is made of polyimide resine
instead of general phenolic resin. Polyimide resin is the
best in heat and resistance against abrasion and among
other high performance resins.

Characteristics
① Its heat-resisting property brings superiority in super abrasive grit retention when generating grinding heat.
② No difference in its tension strength and under high temperature, therefore it has good durability for a long
period of use.
③ Can obtain good grinding performance and surface roughness.
Use of the diamond wheel
Good for processing difficult-to-machine material including tungsten carbide, ceramic and glass.
Use of the CBN wheel
Suitable for processing heavy grinding for all kinds of steel materials.

RESIN WHEEL | POLYIMIDE WHEEL
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METAL WHEEL

VITRIFIED WHEEL
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RESIN WHEEL

POLYIMIDE WHEEL

METAL WHEEL

VITRIFIED WHEEL

전착WHEEL

융착 WHEEL

METAL WHEEL
Metal bond is made of metallic powders such as copper, tin,
iron and cobalt. It has excellent grit retention and wear
resistance.

Characteristics
① The bond is tough with high abrasion and heat resistance.
③ Metal wheels have very long life time.

② It is excellent for interrupted grinding applications.

④ Much higher power is required.

⑤ Metal wheels have excellent for maintaining the shape.
Use of the diamond wheel
① With grit retention and wear resistance, it can be applied to processing of semi-finish surface of
difficult-to-machine materials such as glass, ceramic, ferrites, semiconductor materials and refractories and stones.
② It can be applied to various process from grinding of tungsten carbide to profile grinding in which metal wheels are
required to keep the shape of the wheel in grinding.
Use of the CBN wheel
It can be applied to various types of grinding-inner diameter grinding, forming grinding and creep feed grinding.

VITRIFIED WHEEL
Vitrified bond is made of glass binders, so it has more
strength than resin bond. A different porosity and
organization of the wheel can be made available by different
manufacturers to control various basic strengths and abilities
to remove chips.

Characterisctics
① Excellent abrasion resistance.

② Excellent form-holding capabilities.

③ A long life time of the wheel.

④ Easy truing and dressing compared to other bond systems.

⑤ A wide range of surface roughness.
Use of the diamond wheel
① Can be used to grind the hardened brittle materials like PCD, PCBN and ceramic.
② In general, it offers better grinding performance than the metal wheel. But, since it has no rigidity of bond,
it is more suitable for precision grinding than the resin wheel.
Use of the CBN wheel
① It is used for grinding of steel materials such as automotive parts (cam shaft, crank shaft, gear),
bearing parts, household appliance parts (compressor, motor shaft) and tools.
② Highly efficient for high speed and high efficiency grinding works for cam shafts or crank shafts.

METAL WHEEL | VITRIFIED WHEEL
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ELECTROPLATED WHEEL

VACUUMED WHEEL
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RESIN WHEEL

POLYIMIDE WHEEL

METAL WHEEL

VITRIFIED WHEEL

전착WHEEL

융착 WHEEL

ELECTROPLATED WHEEL
The electroplated whee s surface is coated with nickel.
Electroplated wheels consist of a single allayer of
superabrasive particles which have been bonded to the wheel
surface in a nickel.

Characterisctics
① Complex shapes easily.
② Excellent in form-holding capability.
③ A short life time of the wheel and limited surface roughness
④ Maximum efficiency in removing materials.
⑤ Maximum abrasive grit exposure.
Use
It is applied to grinding works for gear teeth, splines and deep grooves.

VACUUMED WHEEL
The vacuumed wheel is manufactured at high temperature.
With the technology of brazing a single layer of abrasive onto
the surface of a grinding tools, metal single layer(MSL)
technology provides superabrasives diamond.

Characterisctics
① Fast speed processing (productivity increases)
② Can be used to process all kinds of material (every material supported)
③ No deformation in the processed material.
④ Improved roughness and prevention of chipping effects.
⑤ Can support all the shapes that are processed on the NC table.
⑥ Secured safety in the tools(No slipping out of the diamond segment or shank damages).
Use
Ceramics, glass granite, tungsten carbide, etc.

ELECTROPLATED WHEEL | VACUUMED WHEEL
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Marking method of the diamond and CBN wheel
SDC 170 N 100 B 501 - D
①

② ③ ④⑤⑥

① Type of Abrasive

② Grit size

D : natural diamond
SD : Synthetic diamond
SDC : Synthetic coating
diamond
CBN : Cubic Boron
Nitride

⑦

③ Grade
of hardness ④ Concentration ⑤ Type of bond ⑥ Bond name

20

230

30

270

40

325

50

400

J : Soft

50=2.2ct/cc

B : resin

60

600

L:↑

75=3.3ct/cc

M : metal

800

N : Mid

100=4.4ct/cc

V : Vitrified

100 1000

P:↓

125=5.5ct/cc

120 1200

R : Hard

150=6.6ct/cc

P : Electrodeposition

80

Unique
number
of the binder

⑦ Dry/Wet

D : Dry
H : Humid
W/D : Mixed

140 1500
170 2000
200 3000

[ Grit size ]
It describes the size of the grit. Sizes from 20 to 325 is referred to as mesh size.
A size above 400 is called micron size.
Particle size(MESH)

FEPA (㎛)

Application

MICRON (㎛)

20/30#

D/B 852

500#

30~40

30/40#

D/B 602

600#

22~26

40/50#

D/B 427

800#

20~20

50/60#

D/B 301

1000#

15~25

50/80#

D/B 252

1200#

10~20

80/100#

D/B 181

1500#

8~16

100/120#

D/B 151

1800#

6~12

120/140#

D/B 126

2000#

5~10

140/170#

D/B 107

3000#

4~8

170/200#

D/B 91

5000#

3~6

200/230#

D/B 76

8000#

2~4

230/270#

D/B 64

12000#

1~3

270/325#

D/B 54

14000#

0~2

325/400#

D/B 46

28000#

0~1

400/500#

40~60

60000#

1~1/2

GRINDING

D : DIAMOND, B : CBN
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Particle size(MESH)

Marking method of the diamond and CBN wheel

Application

LAPPING

POLISHING
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The relationship between the grit size and the
surface roughness
[ Diamond (Ceramic) ]

[ CBN (hardened steel) ]

Particle size(MESH)

Particle size(MESH)

[ Conversion table of surface roughness ]
Ra max(㎛)

Ra(㎛)

Rrms(㎛)

Rz(㎛)

Ra max(㎛)

Ra(㎛)

Rrms(㎛)

Rz(㎛)

0.1

0.02

0.02

0.1

2.0

0.34

0.38

1.8

0.2

0.03

0.04

0.2

2.4

0.41

0.46

2.2

0.3

0.05

0.06

0.3

2.8

0.48

0.53

2.5

0.4

0.07

0.08

0.4

3.2

0.54

0.61

2.9

0.5

0.09

0.10

0.5

3.6

0.61

0.68

3.2

0.6

0.10

0.11

0.5

4.0

0.68

0.76

3.6

0.7

0.12

0.13

0.6

4.5

0.77

0.86

4.1

0.8

0.14

0.15

0.7

5.0

0.85

0.96

4.5

0.9

0.15

0.17

0.8

5.5

0.94

1.05

5.0

1.0

0.17

0.19

0.9

6.0

1.02

1.14

5.4

1.2

0.20

0.23

1.1

7.0

1.19

1.33

6.3

1.4

0.24

0.27

1.3

8.0

1.36

1.52

7.2

1.6

0.27

0.30

1.4

9.0

1.53

1.71

8.1

1.8

0.31

0.34

1.6

10.0

1.70

1.90

9.0

The relationship between the grit size and the surface roughness
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Characteristics and applications of Diamond and
CBN
1) DIAMOND
Diamond is the hardest material existing in the world. It has three to four times of hardness
compared to Silicon Carbide(SiC) or Aluminum oxide(AL2O3) that are used for conventional
abrasive. Therefore, it can offer excellent performance in grinding materials easy to crack, like
ceramic, glass and tungsten carbide and cause less abrasion in the grinding stone.
However, since it starts oxidizing near about 600 degrees in celcius, abrasion of diamond tends to
speed up as the heat arises from the grinding work of ferrous alloys. So, it is not suitable for
grinding metallic materials.
2) CBN(Cubin Boron Nitride)
CBN is non-existent element in nature and its hardness is only a half of diamond. However, it is
still almost twice as hard as silicon nitride or alumina.
Since diamond has its own unique chemical characteristic called carbon solubility potential
against most of steel (especially low carbon steel), it is highly abrasive as the oxidization
progresses with Intense heat from the grinding work. In other wards, such steel as ready to react
with any source of free carbon and absorb this carbon into the their surface.
Enhanced quality of the metallic components during the grinding work
If general grinding stones are used, the grinding stone tends to wear out quickly because the
grinded material(thermal processing steel, dice steel) is quite hard and anti abrasive. The friction
heat occurring at the time of grinding causes tension stress on the surface of the processed
material. Such a reaction is easily triggered under the temperature and pressure conditions which
normally occur in the grinding and machining process. However, to the contrary, CBN generates
excessive wear of diamond and makes its use uneconomical.

[Scope of application]

<DIAMOND>

<CBN>

Tungsten Carbide
Titanium Alloys
Glass
Ceramics
Cermets
Ferrites
PCD/PCBN
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Die Steels
Cast Irons

Hardened Steel
Bearing Steels
Tool Steels
Superalloys
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Comparison of grit characteristics
1) Comparison of crystallographic structures
DIAMOND

CBN

Crystallographic
structure

Molecular formula

C

BN

Thermal stableness in the air

600~700℃

1100~1400℃

Hardness(Mohs)

10

9/10

Density

3.52

3.48

2) Physical properties of the grit
kg/mm2

Diamond
7000
6000
5000

<KNOOP HARDNESS>

CBN

4000

SiC
3000
2000

Al2O3

WC

1000
0

3) Comparison between residual stress and abrasion
Wear Comparison(M2 Steel)

residual stress

Residual Stresses

depth from the surface(inch)

Face Grinding . Hardened Steel

No of Table Passes
Speed : 20M/sec Table feed : 20M/min. Infeed : 0.02mm

Comparison of grit characteristics
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Effective use condition of Diamond and CBN wheels
1) Peripheral speed V=π
×D×N / 1000 (m/min)
The change in Peripheral speed has a great impact on the grinding efficiency, the surface
roughness and the life time of the grinding stone. For the most optimal peripheral speed,
please refer to the following table.
Unit(m/min)
Diamond Wheel

CBN Wheel

Bond
Dry

Wet

Dry

Wet

Vitrified(V)

700~1200

1200~1800

800~1200

1200~2400

Resin(B)

700~1200

1200~1800

900~1500

1200~2400

Electroplated (P)

700~1200

1200~2400

900~1400

1200~2400

Metal (M)

500~1000

900~1200

900~1200

1200~1800

2) Cutting depth
The cutting depth varies depending on the condition of grinding and the type of application.
You are advised to choose a proper cutting depth in order to extend the life time of grinding
tools and reduce the processing cost. For a general guideline on the cutting depth, please refer
to the following table.
Grit size of the diamond tool

Cutting depth

#100~120

0.02~0.03mm

#140~170

0.01~0.02mm

Over 230

Below 0.01mm

3) Grinding fluid
As a simple way to increase the performance of the grinding Wheel, you are advised to choose
the wet grinding method since it can improve the surface condition and minimize the damage
by the heat arising in the grinding work.
For diamond wheels, in general we use water and special water with rust preventives.
For CBN Wheels, it will degrade the performance of grinding by chemically reacting to water.
Non water soluble is far better for CBN wheels. Although straight oil performs perfectly,
a 20 percent solution of water-soluble oil generally works.
4) Preciseness of machine
When the spindle and the table of your equipment vibrates, the diamond or CBN grits could be
easily broken on impact, abnormal slipping and even degradation in the surface roughness of
the grinded material. So, they require periodic repair and maintenance.
In order to achieve the most optimal efficiency in grinding, it requires sufficient horsepower
that can stabilize the peripheral speed and the cutting depth. If your equipment lacks the
sufficient horsepower, it may lead to abnormal abrasion of the grinding tool and degradation in
the grinding efficiency.
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Truing and dressing
1) Truing
Truing is the process of making a grinding wheel round and concentric with its spindle axis
and to produce the required form or shape on the wheel. This procedure involves the grinding
or wearing away of a portion of the abrasive section of a grinding wheel to produce the
desired form or shape.
Method for using a general stone(C type or A type)
To perform more efficient truing, you are recommended to use a truing grinding stone
equivalent to 2 class below that of the grinder. But please use the one with sufficient bonding
power. For a general guideline for selecting grinding stones, please refer to the following table.
Grit size

Grinding stone

Coarser than 80

C46-MV

#100~200

C60-MV

#230~325

GC 120KV

Finer than 400

WA 200KV

Impregnated
diamond nip

<Impregnated diamond nip>

<brake truer>

rotary truing device,
cross axis

plane block

rotary truing device,
parallel axis

forming block

<electroplated or metal bond diamond block>

<rotary truing device>

Truing and dressing
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2) Dressing
1. Once the truing process is completed, The truing process usually leaves the working surface of
the wheel with little or no abrasive crystal protrusion. A wheel in this condition would break the
workpieces and remove little or no working. So, the dressing is the process of removing
some of bond material from the surface of a trued wheel to expose the abrasive crystals and
make the wheel grind efficiently.
When truing and dressing are successfully completed,
Produce workpieces of the required geometry tolerance and surface finish.
Drive a minimum of grind power
Produce workpieces without broken surface damage or scratch.
The rate of removing the material is increased while the cost for grinding is reduced.
2. How to select the dressing stick
It s the best way to use the dressing stick which has smaller grit size than the grit size of
grinding tools because of exposing the grits from bond layers effectively.
Grit size

Dressing stick

Coarser than 80

WA120-GV

#100~200

WA220-GV

#230~325

Lapping stick

Finer than 400

Lapping stick

dressing stick

dressing stick

<An aluminum oxide dressing stick>
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Truing and dressing

←
←

Alumina grit and
combination

<How to use the glass grinder>
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Cross-sectional view of the diamond and CBN wheel
①

②

③

④

6

A

2

C

① Shape of body

Over 45
degrees
Less than 90
degrees

Less than 45
degrees

Cross-sectional view of the diamond and CBN wheel
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② Side view of abrasive parts
A

D

FF

L

QQ

AH

DD

G

LL

S

B

E

H

M

U

C

EE

J

P

V

CH

F

K

Q

Y

③ Location of abrasive parts and symbols of the grinder layer
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Symbol

Location

1

External
column

6

Part of
external
column

2

Side

7

Part of side

3

Both sides

8

Entire

4

Bevel or
outer ark

9

Corner

5

Bevel or
outer ark

10

Inner

Drawing

Cross-sectional view of the diamond and CBN wheel

Symbol

Location

Drawing
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Standard type of Diamond and CBN Wheels

1A1

1A1R

3A1/
14A1

1A1RSS

1F1/
1FF1

1V1

1EE1/
1E6Q

4B2

1Q1/
1L1

9U1

1DD6Y

1FF6Y/
1EE6Y/
1LL6Y/
1DD6Y

Cross-sectional view of the diamond and CBN wheel
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6A2

11C9/
11Y9

11A2/
11B2

12A2

6A9/
11V9

9A3

3A2

3V2T

3F2

DW

6A2S
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Cross-sectional view of the diamond and CBN wheel

The blue wheel represents the leader of diamond tools industry that evolves continuously and
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2LOT,153 BLOCK,NAMDONG INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX,
NAMDONG- GU, INCHEON,KOREA
TEL : +82-32-820-6138~9

FAX : +82-32-811-6828

www.hsdia.co.kr

